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1. INTRODUCTION 

Iimashita and itte imashita can be used when a speaker or writer quotes an 
utterance made by another person, as in Takeshi-san wa ashita gakkoo ni kuru to 
iimashita/itte imashita ‘Takeshi said that he will come to school tomorrow.’ This 
particular example demonstrates that iimashita and itte imashita are interchangeable at 
the sentential level, but in some situations the two expressions are not interchangeable. 
The present study examines the difference between iimashita and itte imashita, and 
discusses the linguistic constraints that create the preference for one over the other in 
actual discourse in use. In addition, strategies for teaching how to use iimashita and itte 
imashita appropriately to learners of Japanese are discussed. 
 The Japanese verb iu is typically translated as ‘to say’ in English. Morita (1977) 
summarizes iu’s overarching property as “one of the linguistic activities that belongs to 
the larger group of expressive activities,” and states that “[iu is] frequently used for oral 
expressions that are produced through auditory medium, but also used to refer to written 
expressions” (p. 57). Because of this semantic property of iu, the verb is frequently used 
for quoting a third-person utterance with the quotation marking particle to. Example (1) 
shows such usage of iu in a quotative utterance. 
 
(1)  Yamada sensee wa  raishuu     gakkai  ni iku to iimashita.  
  Yamada  professor TP  next week conference to  go  QT    said 

‘Professor Yamada said that he will attend a conference next week.’  
 
Also, it is widely known that iu frequently co-occurs with the –te iru construction when a 
third-person utterance is quoted in another utterance, as we see in example (2).  
 
(2)  Yamada sensee wa  raishuu     gakkai  ni iku to itte imashita.   
  Yamada  professor TP  next week conference to  go  QT say   -te iru 

‘Professor Yamada said that he will attend a conference next week.’  
 

The –te iru construction is commonly recognized as a marker of aspectual properties, but 
in the case of –te iru in (2), the usage of it appears to be resulting from its non-aspectual 
function, which is a function of –te iru as an evidential marker of speaker observation 
(For more details, see Yanagisawa 1995, Fujishiro 1996, Shinzato 2003, etc.). As for the 
difference between (1) and (2), the two sentences may not exhibit any significant 
differences when they are examined without any contextual information, however, a 
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close examination of actual cases of iimashita and itte imashita at the discourse level 
shows that the two expressions are not always interchangeable. 
 
2. DATA ANALYSIS 
 In order to explore the difference between iimashita and itte imashita, the present 
study qualitatively examined the spoken and written discourse in Japanese. For the 
spoken version of Japanese, data from Talkbank (http://talkbank.org), which is a public 
online database for naturally occurring conversations, was qualitatively examined. For 
written Japanese, data from “Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese” 
(http://www.ninjal.ac.jp/english/products/bccwj/) was examined.  
 Throughout the examination of the spoken version of Japanese, numerous cases of 
iu that co-occur with –te iru were found. The following excerpt is from a naturally 
occurring conversation among four native speakers of Japanese, and it contains a case of 
the combination of iu and –te iru used for quoting a third-person utterance.   
 
(3) 
1 A:  Ato wa nagarete kuru nan ka   anko     no   mochi, are o naraberu,  
    rest  TP             come          well   bean paste  LK  rice cake that O   line up   
  ‘What is left is lining up the rice cakes with bean paste.’ 
 
2  hitasura        san jikan  kake zuu tto.  
  continuously      three hours take  non-stop 
  ‘Continuously, it’s for three hours without a break.’ 
 
3 B: Huhuhu. 
  huhuhu 
  ‘Hahaha.’ 
 
4 A: Kekkoo shindoi yo ne.  
    quite        tiring     FP  FP 
  ‘It’s quite tiring.’ 
 
5 B: Hee. 
   hm 
  ‘Hm.’ 
 
6 C: Chuugakkoo no toki  no      shakai     no  sensee ga 
    junior high      LK time   LK social science LK   teacher TP   
  ‘The social science teacher in my middle school’ 
 
7  hitasura     nagarete kuru shooto keeki ni   ichigo     o  noseru  
  continuously         come              shortcakes     on strawberries O     put 
  ‘put strawberries on short cakes continuously’ 
 
8  baito         shiteta n da tte itteta yo  
  part-time job    did    N CP QT  said   FP 
  ‘said he had a part-time job’ 
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9 C: Koo. 
   this  
  ‘This way.’ 
 
10 A: Un. 
   yeah  
  ‘Yeah.’ 
 
11 B: Tanoshi  soo sore. 
     fun        sound that  
  ‘That sounds fun.’ 
 
12 C: Ichigo        o  koo noseru. 
  strawberries  O   this    put on  
  ‘Put strawberries on like this.’ 
 
13 A: Tanoshiku nee. 
        fun         NEG 
  ‘That’s not fun.’ 
 
14 A: Tanoshiku nai yo ne, soo iu no tte. 
        fun         NEG FP FP     that     N QT  
  ‘Things like that aren’t fun.’ 
 
The conversation in the above segment is about part-time jobs, and in lines 6 through 8, C 
quotes what his middle school teacher said by using itteta, which is a casual variation of 
itte imashita. Since the teacher’s act of making the utterance was a third-person action 
that was observed by C, and the contextual information does not display the involvement 
of a typical aspectual property marked with –te iru such as repetition, continuation, or 
resulatative state, the –te iru in line 8 appears to be functioning as an evidential marker of 
speaker observation. Also, if itta was used in line 8, the utterance would sound somewhat 
unnatural for this particular segment of the conversation.  
 In addition to the cases in the spoken discourse, many cases of the combination of 
iu and –te iru were found in the written data. The following example is from a blog entry 
in the BCCWJ, in which the author writes about cram schools in rural areas.  
 
(4) 
1  Inaka no  yamaoku desu. 
  rural   LK   mountains   CP 
 
2  Juku         wa arimasu ga ichi meetoru o kosu   yuki  ni naru   to   iki masen. 
 cram school TP     exist     but  one     meter    O exceed  snow   become  when  go  NEG 
 
3  Tte yuu ka, ikemasen.  
  QT  say  QP,  cannot go 
 
4  Desu node, yuki  no  piiku ichigatsu wa yameru katachi  o torimasu.  
    therefore      snow  LK  peak       January   TP          time off           O     take          
 
5  Mochiron gessha mo arimasen.  
   of course      fees     also    NEG          
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6  Juku           mo akete ite  mo kodomo mo   konai     to  sensee  ga itte imashita.  
 cram school  also      open   though children  also come NEG QT teacher    SP         said  
 
7  Dooro wa josetsu shite mo fubuite iru  to kuruma demo mae ga  mienai  node 
   roads    TP  snow plow   though   blizzard   when   cars       even   front SP  can’t see  because 
 
  kiken   desu.  
  dangerous CP 
 
8  Dakara  ikkagetsu yasumimasu.  
 therefore  one month    take time off  
 
9  Aru  teedo   tenki  ga kaifuku sureba ikimasu ga kuruma de no  soogee  desu.  
 some degree  weather SP   recover      if              go     but    cars       by LK  commute   CP 
 
Translation 
1  I live in the deep mountains in the rural area.  
2  There are cram schools, but children don’t go when it snows more than 1 meter high.    
3  The actual situation is, they cannot go.   
4  Therefore, children don’t go to cram schools in January, which is the peak season of 

snow.   
5  Of course, there is no need to pay the fees.  
6  A teacher said that children wouldn’t come to cram schools anyway even if they were 

open.  
7 Even when the roads are snow-plowed, it’s dangerous because the visibility is also 

low from the car.   
8 Therefore, the schools are closed for a month.  
9 Children go to cram school when the weather is not severe, but their parents have to 

give their children a ride.  
 
In line 6 of the above excerpt, the blogger uses itte imashita in order to quote what the 
teacher said to him/her. Similar to the usage of itteta in the spoken discourse in the 
previous example, it appears that the usage of –te iru with iu in line 6 in (4) is resulting 
from –te iru’s evidential marking function, rather than its aspectual marking function 
since the writer observed the action of making the utterance and also the involvement of 
typical aspectual properties marked with –te iru is lacking here. In addition, since 
replacing itte imashita with iimashita creates an unnatural impression for line 6, we can 
determine that itte imashita is preferred over iimashita for this sentence.  
   Examples (3) and (4) have demonstrated that the combination of iu and –te iru is 
used for quoting a third-person utterance in both spoken and written forms of Japanese, 
however, a detailed examination of third-person quotations at the discourse level has 
demonstrated that itte imashita cannot be used and iimashita must be used in some 
situations. The next example contains a case of a third-person quotation for which itte 
imashita cannot be used.  
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(5) 
1  Sangatsu itsuka gozenchuu ni  K daigaku  no  juken wa shuuryoo shimashita.  
   March       fifth          a.m.          at   K University LK    exam  TP              finished    
 
2  Sono  hi  wa yuki ga tsumotte imashita ga, kaeri gatera ni R daigaku  ni   
  that    day  TP  snow  SP         accumulated      but   return     while     R University  at     
 
 tachiyori gookaku  keejiban o mite aratamete watashi no gookaku o kakunin  
         stop by        pass bulletin board   O  look      again            my     LK     pass       O   confirm        
 
 shimashita.  
         did 
 
3 Sono  ato  S sensee  ni  oai  shitakute  gakuchooshitsu ni iku  to,    kakari no  
   that   after  S professor  to  meet    want         president’s office   to   go when reception LK      
 
 hito   ga “Kyoo wa gojitaku ni imasu” to iimashita. 
       person SP    today   TP     home    at      be       QT    said    
 
4 Soko de S sensee  no  juusho o shirabete watashi wa chokusetsu sensee  no  
       then    S professor LK  address O  looked up       I          TP      directly     professor LK      
 
 gojitaku o hoomon suru koto ni shimashita. 
    home     O              visit          N  QT    decided    
 
5 Shiden ni nori  sensee  no  gojitaku ni iki, yobirin o narasu to  chuunen   no  josee ga   
    train      rode      professor NL     house    to   go      bell      O    rang       middle-aged  LK   lady   SP     
 
 dete kimashita. 
             came out 
 
Translation 
1  The entrance exam for K University ended on the morning of March 5th.  
2  It was snowing that day, but I stopped by R University on my way home, and I 

confirmed my acceptance to the University by looking at the bulletin board for the 
results of the entrance exam.  

3  After that, I went to the president’s office because I wanted to see Professor S, but the 
receptionist said that he was at home.  

4  Then, I looked up Professor S’s address, and I decided to visit his home.  
5  I took the train and went to his house, and rang the bell. Then, a middle-aged woman 

came out of the house.  
 
In this excerpt, the author writes about his experience of college entrance examinations. 
In line 3, the writer quotes what the receptionist at the president’s office said by using 
iimashita. The contextual information of this excerpt indicates that the receptionist was a 
third-person for the writer, and the writer observed the receptionist’s act of making the 
utterance. Considering the usage of –te iru as a marker of observation in examples (3) 
and (4), it is expected that –te iru is also used with iu in (5). However, unlike the earlier 
examples, the receptionist’s act of making an utterance is not marked with –te iru, and 
the simple past iimashita is used. In addition, if itte imashita was used in line 3, most 
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readers would feel that the sentence sounds unnatural. From what we can infer from this 
example, the writer does not have the option of using –te iru as an evidential marker of 
observation even though observation took place for the described action.  
 The next excerpt, which is from a novel in the BCCWJ, also includes a case of 
iimashita used in the description of a third person’s act of making an utterance.  
  
(6)  
1  Koobe ni tomaru. 
   Kobe    at     stay       
 
2  Kangae mo shinakatta kedo, sore wa    ii   aidea no yoo   ni omoemashita.   
   think    even      didn’t         but     that   TP  good   idea   LK  seem QT     thought  
 
3   “Kyoo wa Koobe ni tomaroo ka.  Ashita  no  asa,    mata   hayaoki  sure ba  
    today   TP     Kobe   in     stay       QP tomorrow LK morning again    wake up early    if  
 
    ii     n da shi.”  
   good  N CP  FP 
 
4  Omoitsuki o kuchi ni suru to,  Amamiya san wa ureshi soo ni unazuki, “Konya no  
  plan        O           said      when  Amamiya    Ms. TP     glad    seem     nodded        tonight LK   
 
 koto wa kitto     yoi  omoide ni naru wa ne” to iimashita.  
    N    TP probably good  memory  become  FP FP   QT     said 
 
5  Sassoku    mise no denwa o  karite  hoteru ni yoyaku     o ire,     ryoo     ni wa  
  immediately shop  LK  phone  O  borrow    hotel    to  reservation O made dormitory  to TP 
 
 Amamiya san  ga denwa o shimashita.  
  Amamiya    Ms.  SP   phone  O       did  
 
6  Onnanoko ga yoko de   neiki  o  tate  hajimeru to, Amamiya san  wa memo yooshi ni  
        girl         SP  side    at breathing O make     start    when  Amamiya    Ms.  TP    memo   paper   on 
 
 nanika    o   kaki, futatsu ori ni shite teeburu no ue ni okimashita.  
 something O   wrote     two     fold     made      table      LK    on        put   
 
7  Sannomiya ni modotta toki wa,  moo    sukkari kuraku natte imashita.   
  Sannomiya    to   returned  when TP  already completely   dark       had   became     
 
8  Hashaida kibun no mama, hoteru ni mukatte aruite iru to, ookina hoosekiten ga  
    cheerful    mood   LK  state       hotel   to    toward     walking  when   big          jeweler      SP     
 
  misejimai o hajimeta tokoro deshita.     
    closing     O    started    moment     CP 
 
9 Sono mise de suteki na shinju no iyaringu o mitsukete shimai, watashi wa dooshitemo  
  that     shop   in         nice      pearl    LK  earrings  O              found                   I        TP no matter what 
 
 sore ga hoshiku natta.  
  that  SP     want     became 
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Translation 
1. Staying in Kobe. 
2. I didn’t even think about it, but it seemed like a good idea. 
3.  “How’s staying in Kobe tonight? It won’t be a problem as long as we wake up 

early again tomorrow morning.” 
4. Ms. Amamiya happily nodded after I said my plan, and she said, “What’s going to 

happen tonight will be a good memory.” 
5. I immediately borrowed the shop’s phone and made a reservation for hotel room, 

and Ms. Amamiya called the dormitory.  
6. After the girl started making a breathing noise while sleeping, Ms. Amamiya wrote 

something on a piece of paper, folded it, and put it on the table.   
7. It was already completely dark when we were back in Sannomiya.  
8. A large jewelry store was closing when we were walking towards the hotel in a 

cheerful mood.  
9. I found nice earrings in the store, and I became interested in buying them by no 

matter what. 
 
As indicated by the usage of the personal pronoun watashi ‘I’ in line 9, the whole excerpt 
appears to be constructed from the viewpoint of the writer or the protagonist of the story, 
which creates room for using –te iru as an evidential marker of observation. In line 4, an 
utterance made by Amamiya, who is a third person for watashi, is quoted with iimashita. 
Similar to the previous example, if itte imashita was used instead, the sentence in line 4 
would sound unnatural as a sentence located in this particular part of the excerpt. 
Therefore, using itte imashita is not an option for the writer in line 4, and iimashita must 
be used.   

The comparison of the usages of itte imashita and iimashita in examples (3) 
through (6) has demonstrated that the two expressions are not fully interchangeable, and 
there is a preference for one over the other when they are used in actual discourse. In 
addition, the inability to use itte imashita in a situation where observation took place 
shows that the notion of speaker observation is not sufficient for explaining the difference 
between iimashita and itte imashita when a third-person utterance is being quoted with 
iu.  
 
3. MODE OF DISCOURSE AND NARRATIVE 

As for the factors that affect the choice between iimashita and itte imashita, the 
temporal property of the discourse around the quotative sentence appears to be 
significantly influential, and the concept of “narrative” is possibly closely related. The 
notion of narrative is a heavily discussed topic in the field of linguistics and we have yet 
to reach a solid conclusion, but most scholars agree that the notion is centered around the 
existence of temporal listing of events with the progression of the discourse (For more 
details, see Genette 1982, Prince 1982, Kudo 1995, Rudrum 2005, Smith 2005, etc.). For 
example, Gennete (1982) argues that “one will define narrative without difficulty as the 
representation of an event or sequence of events” (p. 127), and according to Prince 
(1982), narrative is defined as “the representation of real or fictive events and situations 
in a time sequence” (p. 1). As represented in these definitions, it is generally agreed that a 
given discourse is in the mode of narrative when the discourse consists of temporal listing 
of events and otherwise, is not in the mode of narrative.  
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If we re-visit the previous examples with the notion of narrative, a connection can 
be found between the usage of –te iru and the ongoing mode of discourse. For example, 
in (3), there is no listing of events in the temporal order in the excerpt, and we can 
determine that the whole discourse in (3) is not in the mode of narrative. Also, since 
events are not temporally listed in (4), this excerpt can also be determined to be in the 
mode of non-narrative. In both (3) and (4), itte imashita is used for quoting a third-person 
utterance, and the usage of –te iru with iu can be explained by –te iru’s non-aspectual 
function as an evidential marker of observation.  

However, in (5), a close examination of event sequence in the excerpt indicates 
that multiple events are listed in the temporal order. The following figure shows the event 
sequence in (5). 
 
Figure 1: Event Sequence in (5) 
  Time 

Event 1 The examination for K University ended.  
Event 2 I stopped by R University. 
Event 3 I looked at the bulletin board. 
Event 4 I confirmed the results of the exam. 
Event 5 I went to the president’s office. 
Event 6  The receptionist said that the president was at his home. 
Event 7 I looked up the president’s address. 
Event 8 I decided to visit the president’s home. 
Event 9  I took the train. 
Event 10 I went to the president’s home. 
Event 11 I rang the bell. 
Event 12 A middle-aged woman came out. 

 
As we can see in the above figure, excerpt (5) clearly exhibits a property of a narrative 
discourse, and the receptionist’s act described with iimashita is one of the events listed in 
the temporal order in the narrative.  

Similarly, in (6), iimashtia is used for quoting a third-person utterance, and the 
event sequence in the excerpt can be visualized as we can see in the figure below.  
 
Figure 2: Event Sequence in (6) 
  Time 

Event 1 I thought that staying in Kobe was a good idea. 
Event 2 I said, “How’s staying in Kobe tonight? It won’t be a problem as long as we wake up 

early again tomorrow morning.” 
Event 3 Amamiya nodded happily.  
Event 4 Amamiya said, “What’s going to happen tonight will be a good memory.” 
Event 5 I borrowed the shop’s telephone.  
Event 6  I made a reservation for a hotel room.  
Event 7 Amamiya called the dormitory.  
Event 8 The girl started making a breathing noise.  
Event 9  Amamiya wrote something on a piece of paper.  
Event 10 Amamiya folded the paper.  
Event 11 Amamiya put the paper on the table.  
Event 12  We went back to Sannomiya. 
Event 13 We found a nice pair of earrings.  
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The listing of multiple events in the temporal order in (6) clearly shows that the discourse 
is in the mode of narrative, and a third-person’s action referred to with iimashita is one of 
the events listed in the temporal order. By examining the discourse sequence in (5) and 
(6), it appears that when an observed act of making an utterance is one of the events listed 
in narrative discourse, itte imashita cannot be used even when observation took place for 
the action.  

The inability to use itte imashita in narrative discourse seems to be caused by the 
inherent nature of narrative discourse, which must be coherent as a listing of events in the 
past tense. As Kudo (1995) argues, Japanese narrative passages mostly consist of simple 
past sentences, and when –te iru is used at the end of a sentence for describing an event, 
progression of time cannot happen because it is considered to be an overlapping or 
temporarily stative event, which does not cause temporal advancement in the discourse. 
This is analogous to Smith’s (2003) argument on narratives in English, which is 
“narrative time advances with perfective event sentences and fails to advance otherwise” 
(p. 70). Therefore, when a third-person event is one of the events listed in the temporal 
order but the sentential ending for the description of the event is not in the simple past 
tense, discourse coherence cannot be established as a passage in the mode of narrative 
due to the mismatch between the sentence and its surrounding discourse. For this reason, 
using –te iru as an evidential marker of observation in the mode of narrative results in the 
creation of an unnatural impression. On the other hand, when a given discourse is not in 
the mode of narrative and it is temporally static, –te iru can be used as an observation 
maker without breaching the discourse coherence, since the atemporal nature of –te iru is 
compatible with the surrounding discourse that is also atemporal.   
 
4. CONCLUSION AND PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 
 The present paper has explored the difference between iimashita and itte imashita 
by using the data from actual discourse. Examining the cases of iimashita and itte 
imashita has shown that when the ongoing mode of discourse is not in the mode of 
narrative, in which the discourse is temporally static, itte imashita is preferred for quoting 
a third-person utterance. On the other hand, when a quotation is made as one of the 
events listed in the temporal order in the discourse mode of narrative, iimashita is 
preferred because the simple past tense must be used in order to trigger temporal 
advancement in narrative. Needless to say, the present study remains as a brief overview 
on the influence of the mode of discourse that affects the usage of iimashita and itte 
imasshita, and there are many other variables that could affect the choice between the 
two, such as the psychological impact of the quoted utterance and the involvement of 
aspectual properties. In order to fully investigate the difference between iimashita and itte 
imashita, those other variables need to be further investigated in detail. Furthermore, the 
relationship between the mode of discourse and the usage of –te iru as an evidential 
marker is not only limited to its co-occurring cases of iu, and a similar relationship is also 
observed in the combinations of –te iru and other observable action verbs such as taberu 
‘to eat’ and nomu ‘to drink.’ In order to fully explore –te iru’s function as an evidential 
marker, the combinations of –te iru and other verbs must be examined in actual 
discourse.  
 Several pedagogical implications can be drawn from the findings of the present 
study. It is well known among teachers of Japanese that learners of Japanese have a 
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tendency to overuse itte imashita, especially when working on essay writing assignments. 
This may be because of the repeated exposure to itte imashita in speaking activities in the 
classroom, as well as the influence from the textbooks that mostly focus on itte imashita. 
For example, in Genki I: An Integrated Course in Elementary Japanese (2011), all of the 
exercises included in the book target itte imashita, and very limited attention is given to 
iimashita throughout the textbook. In addition, the high frequency of inappropriate usage 
of itte imashtia in essay assignments seems to be resulting from the topics typically 
chosen by elementary-level students. When elementary-level students write essays, they 
tend to choose relatively simple topics such as what they did during summer vacation, 
due to their limited knowledge of vocabulary and grammar. These essays usually list 
events in the temporal order by repeatedly using the simple past endings. However, 
students still use itte imashita to quote a third-person utterance in the essays since they 
are instructed to use itte imashita in other exercises. In order to prevent this type of over-
usage of itte imashita, it might be beneficial to include a brief information session on the 
difference between iimashita and itte imashita as part of the instructions given for the 
essay assignments.   
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